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W

elcome to Dark Age Turning Points: Vega, a campaign book designed to give players the opportunity to fight in one of the landmark conflicts of the Inner Sphere’s tumultuous history.
The general information contained in the Atlas and Combatants sections gives players the tools needed to fight an infinite
number of engagements on Vega, while the Track section gives details on some of the larger and more pivotal battles of the planetary
struggle. The Track sections can be used with stand-alone games set in the Dark Age.
The Atlas section presents a global view followed by some quick facts about Vega. Included in this section you will find terrain tables
broken into various categories. These tables can be used as a random chart to determine the maps used in the tracks, or simply as a
guide to give you ideas of the types of terrain found on the world. This section also contains a list of various additional terrain types,
environment, and other rules that can be used to enhance your game experience. All players should agree whether or not to use any or
all of these features before play begins.
The Combatants section gives details on the units who participated in the conflict and can be used by players who wish to add
authenticity to their game. While the units who actually participated in the battles are noted, in most cases the numbers on each side are
left undetermined. This allows the players to pursue the tracks with different forces as they wish. The rough ratio of forces on each side is
provided as a guideline. Players should feel free to balance the forces in each track as they see fit, whether by battle value, tonnage, total
number of ’Mechs, or whatever else suits them.
The Tracks section presents several key battles that occurred on the world, though they are not the only ones. Players wishing to
incorporate these tracks into their Chaos Campaign campaigns should use the Warchest Points (WP) listed in the brackets. Optional
points are awarded only if the group achieves at least one Objective while using the listed option. Objective points are cumulative as
they are achieved, unless otherwise noted.
The Annex section contains seven official Record Sheets. First is the Atlas of Lord Jedra Kean, de facto ruler of Vega before the coming
of the Ghost Bears. Next is the Pack Hunter of Galaxy Commander Isis Bekker of the Ghost Bears’ Omega Galaxy. Also included are two
IndustrialMechs: the RCL-4 Dig Lord and a variant Dig Lord modified for combat.
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Chaos Reigns

DeepDelvers Inc. Mining Site XA12 (aka Camp Kerwin)
Outside Jalonjin, Vega
Prefecture I, The Republic of the Sphere
30 November 3133

Dead ahead two Bellonas charged towards Matthias’ vantage point. He
sighed at the waste of it all and steadied his Hellstar to meet the oncoming hovertanks. He watched as they drew nearer, meters counting down
in his HUD. Matthias had no desire to kill more of his people and knew he
had to give the crews every opportunity to change their minds and their
course before he opened fire.
“Remember, lads, we just want to cripple those tanks. Only use deadly
force if absolutely necessary.” Two voices signaled their acknowledgement: Singh and Doslic. Matthias had just a second to recall that Herndon,
in the Victor, had seared his throat inhaling toxic fumes when a close call
with a PPC vaporized his cockpit canopy. He took the man’s confident
step forward as recognition of the colonel’s command. And then the Bellonas were upon them.
Proximity alarms blared from his cockpit speakers. Matthias slapped
the controls to shut them off so he could concentrate. The Bellonas were
fast, much faster than his Hellstar. One broke left, skirting the edge of their
four-man formation in an attempt to flank them. Singh in his Shockwave
lashed out with both his large laser and the autocannon perched on his
right shoulder. The autocannon’s high-speed projectiles chewed up the
dirt behind the swift hovertank, missing its target by mere centimeters. The
laser struck dead center on the Bellona’s LRM rack. Flames burst from the
missile launcher as the tank skewed sideways and the driver tried to regain
control. Just when it looked like he might succeed, a harsh series of explosions rippled across the spine of the tank. The LRM munitions did the rest
of the work. Soon, the hovertank was nothing more than a shattered hulk
tumbling across the field as it expended the last of its momentum.
The second Bellona tried to speed between his Hellstar and Bartol
Doslic’s Jupiter. Matthias hesitated, knowing he could not fire upon the
tank without risking hitting his comrade. Doslic, a giant peasant of a
man with a joyous laugh and a friendly nature, lashed out at the Bellona
with his ‘Mech’s left foot. A terrible crunch echoed in Matthias’ cockpit as
forty-five tons of metal slammed into the appendage at over one hundred kilometers per hour. Neither machine did well in the collision. The
Bellona spun end over end through the air, its cockpit and entire front
end crushed beyond belief. Doslic’s Jupiter stumbled backwards as the
sudden sheering off of its foot unbalanced the massive assault-class BattleMech. Matthias cringed as the ‘Mech crashed to the ground, its head
slamming into a large boulder. The Jupiter lay still.
“Bart!” Singh’s Shockwave loped over to his fallen comrade and clumsily
knelt beside the damaged ‘Mech.
Matthias swallowed past a lump in his throat as he waited for news of
Doslic’s survival. Out of nowhere, a chill crept down his spine, as if some
great shadow had passed over his soul. He heard a voice come over his
comms, rough and scarred and torn from the devastated remains of a
human throat.
“I’m sorry, Colonel.”

The Legionnaire fell. Curls of oily smoke, remnants of a gutted gyroscope, trailed from a jagged hole over its heart. Matthias Vidar felt no joy
in that.
“This is the Colonel. Stand down. Remember your oaths.” Matthias Vidar
knew his voice was full of desperation and tinged with regret, which
probably did little to help his case. But he had to try. He was sick of killing
his own men.
A roar engulfed his cockpit as a loyal Balac screamed past, its heavy
machine gun spewing out round after round of hot metal. The pilot was
a natural, juking and weaving between the massive mounds of tailings
left over from the mining operations. It didn’t seem to matter to the pilot
that his VTOL was taking fire from all directions. In a flash, the Balac was
through the chaos, banking around for a second pass.
Matthias stood on the crest of a small hill some twenty or thirty meters
from the main entrance to the Kerwin mines. His Hellstar was nearly intact,
with just minor armor damage incurred during the initial mad rush to
safety when the conflict had begun. If it hadn’t been for his self-appointed
bodyguards, it would have ended right then and there. Now he stood
apart from the heart of the battle, defending himself whenever one of the
traitors got too close and trying in vain to reason with his former troops
when he had an opening.
“Please,” he broadcast again. “You are soldiers of The Republic. You have
a duty to your nation, to this world and to me. Stand down!” But he knew
in his heart this time would be just as futile as all the rest.
“Colonel, they’re not going to listen.” That was Singh, the pilot of the
Shockwave standing to his left. It had been Singh who had saved him when
Major Yannic started this fight. Singh and the two warriors at his back.
“But I still have to try, Jared.”
“Yes, Colonel.”
Singh was a good kid. Hopefully he’d survive this mess.
Matthias turned his attention back to the battlefield. It was nearly impossible to tell anymore who was on which side. He easily picked out Per
Yannic’s Battlemaster and watched as the Major triumphantly punched his
metal fist through the cockpit of a one-armed Ghost. The lighter ‘Mech’s
limbs jerked as the pilot inside was crushed into paste.
Over by the water tower, a Yasha was in pursuit of the Balac he had
spotted earlier. It was a graceful—if deadly—ballet that the two aircraft
danced, with neither pilot able to get the upper hand. Any other time he
might be tempted to simply sit back and watch the display of aerial skill.
To his right, he saw four Purifiers tearing their way past the armor on
the leg of a Blade and slicing their lasers into the myomers inside. Hamstrung, the ‘Mech faltered to one side and crashed to the ground. Three
of the battle armored infantry leapt away before it struck, but the falling
Blade reached out and slapped at the fourth, sending it spinning hard
into a nearby outcropping.
Every one of the dead or dying was a Republic warrior, a member of
Vega’s planetary militia.
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Vega MAPSHEETS TABLE

Mapsheets
The following tables represent the categories of terrain that can be found on the
battlefields of Vega. Players may either select a map from the appropriate table or
randomly determine which map to use, unless otherwise specified by the scenario.
MS = Map Set, MSC = Map Set Compilation, BT = Classic BattleTech Introductory Box Set.
Optional Rules
If all players agree, the following particular effects from Tactical Operations (TO)
may be used to add specific Vega aspects to the battles played out.
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North Nanturo

1D6 Result

Map

1

Desert Hills (MSC1)

2

Desert Mountain #1 (MSC1)

3

Deep Canyon #2 (MSC2)

4

Desert Sinkhole #1 (MSC1)

5

City Ruins (MSC1)

6

Open Terrain #2 (MSC2)

1D6 Result

South Nanturo

Long an important world in the Draconis Combine, Vega became the victim of the
constant warfare that reigned throughout the Succession Wars period. As a result of numerous raids and assaults, the planet is dotted with many ruined cities and devastated
factory complexes. Despite the presence of great mineral and metallurgical resources,
Vega has decreased in importance since the days when it was celebrated as the world
where the first Star League was born. As a nod to its place in history, Devlin Stone chose
Vega as the capital of Prefecture I during the early days of The Republic.
Though traditionally divided into three continents, the landmasses appear
from space to form one almost continuous body. The shallow Nilos Ocean barely
deserves the name, appearing more as a large river system that keeps the edges
of the continents supplied with plentiful fresh water while leaving the interiors as
unforgiving deserts. The capital, Neucason, was one of the few major port cities;
most of the remaining settlements on the planet are devoted to mining or industry.
Vega is a dry and hot world, with an average temperature at the equator far
above the comfort levels of most people. Because the planet lacks significant
axial tilt, however, the poles are covered by small icecaps and are quite a bit less
intolerable; the Trebason Mountains at the southern pole even provide some good
downhill skiing year-round.
While all the worlds of The Republic have suffered in the wake of the Blackout, Vega’s
troubles began even before then. Rampant speculation and a fear of Lyran market
manipulation led to a massive bank collapse in October 3131. Evidence discovered
years later revealed that subtle undermining of the planet’s economy by agents of the
Draconis Combine also contributed to this devastating collapse, which plunged many
Vegans into severe financial ruin. With help from the planetary government the economy was taking its first steps towards a slow and painful recovery when the HPG network
crashed in August 3132. Vega was one of the first HPGs to go dark on Gray Monday and
technicians were hopeful of restoring service quickly. The real tragedy came mere days
later when an explosives-laden fighter from the local garrison purposefully slammed
into the government complex in Neucason, wiping out the HPG station and nearly the
entire bureaucracy in a matter of seconds. By the time the dust cleared, Governor Olivia
Vron was dead and Legate Francis Nguyen, out of the city on an inspection tour of New
Egypt, had declared martial law. With Lord Governor Paskal Graczyk and Prefect Mei
Otamura on Terra and the loss of communications, Vega found itself fallen from its position as a Prefectural capital into a state of near lawlessness.

Map

1

Open Terrain #2 (MSC2)

2

River Valley (MSC1)

3

River Delta/Drainage Basin #1 (MSC1)

4

Woodland (MSC2)

5

Rolling Hills #1 (MSC1)

6

Wide River (MSC2)

1D6 Result

Forsair

ATLAS

Vega

Map

1

BattleTech (MSC1)

2

Desert Sinkhole #2 (MSC1)

3

Rolling Hills #1 (MSC1)

4

Open Terrain #1 (MSC2)

5

Box Canyon (MSC2)

6

Rolling Hills #2 (MSC1)

Base Terrain Types
Gravel Piles (see p. 30, TO)
Rubble (Ultra) (see p. 39, TO)
Sand (see p. 39, TO)
Sheer Cliffs (see p. 39, TO)
Terrain Modifications and Conditions
Fire (see p. 43, TO)
Rails (see p. 51, TO)
Electromagnetic Interference (see p. 55, TO)
Weather Conditions
Moonless Night (see p. 58, TO)
Tornado (see p. 61, TO)
Wind (see p. 61, TO)
Blowing Sand (see p. 62, TO)
Extreme Temperatures (see p. 62, TO)

random assignment table:
INDUSTRIALMECHS

This section lists the combat units active in the Vega campaign. The
Experience Level indicates which column to roll on using the Random
Skills Table (see p. 273, TW) for the combatants.
RAT shows which Random Assignment Table (see p. XX) to roll units
from if randomly determining a force. To build a unit (if not using a
player-defined unit from a campaign), follow the Unit Generation rules
in Total Warfare (see p. 264, TW).
Unit Abilities are special game rules that apply to that unit in combat.
Keep in mind these rules are optional and all players should agree to
their use before gameplay begins.

INDUSTRIALMECHS

COMBATANTS

Combatants

Draconis Combine
Amaterasu (Dragon’s Fury)
CO: Tai-sa Ngaire McAllister
Average Experience: Elite
RAT: Republic of the Sphere, Draconis Combine, IndustrialMechs
Unit Abilities: Prior to the HPG Blackout,
the Amaterasu was one of the top independent units in the Republic Armed Forces. When
randomly determining pilot skills, apply a +2
modifier to the roll. As honorable as they are
skilled, the warriors of the Amaterasu believe
in mercy for their enemies and will never attack a crippled or retreating foe who has not
attacked them first. Their fondness for one-onone duels grants them a +2 bonus for To-hit
rolls when they concentrate their attacks on a single opponent for more
than two consecutive turns.
Notes: Given Vega’s importance to the Draconis Combine in centuries
past, Katana Tormark attempted to reclaim the world in the name of the
Dragon as a means of showing her value to the Coordinator. Dispatching a force from her Amaterasu regiment, Tormark expected the Vega
Militia to be demoralized and ineffective in the wake of the continuing
economic crisis and the HPG blackout. Unfortunately for the Dragon’s
Fury, the Militia had little trouble defending their world. After a definitive
defeat, Tai-i McAllister was allowed to retreat from Vega with her life, if
not her pride, intact.

2D6

Result

2

HYN-4A Hyena SalvageMech

3

SKU-181 Sokuryou SurveyMech

4

D-M3D-3 Diomede ConstructionMech

5

Patron LoaderMech

6

Dig Lord MOD

7

RCL-4 Dig Lord MiningMech

8

AM-PRM-RH7 Rock Hound ProspectorMech

9

WI-DM DemolitionMech

10

PM6 Peacemaker PoliceMech

11

FWL-3R Fwltur SalvageMech

12

JAW-66B Jabberwocky EngineerMech

Forty-fourth Benjamin Regulars
CO: Tai-sa Kenta Fukuyama
Average Experience: Regular
RAT: Draconis Combine
Unit Abilities: The Forty-fourth has mastered the ability of holding back and taking the
measure of an opponent before committing
themselves to battle. They automatically give up
Initiative in the first three Turns of any scenario
(considered a loss by 1) but then gain +1 to their
Initiative roll in Turn 4, +2 in Turn 5 and +3 in Turn
6 and beyond. Starting on Turn 4, they may also
use the Overrun Combat special ability.
Notes: Newly created in the post-Jihad
years, the Forty-fourth has proven themselves in many battles against
the Dragon’s foes. Their experiences against the Ghost Bears during the
Second Dominion War made them the perfect unit for the sneak attack
on Vega launched in late 3136. Though the ground had been prepared
by Combine agents and agitators amongst the populace, the Regulars
found themselves facing not only Clan troops but also angry natives and
the Twelfth Vegan Rangers. Faced with more opponents than they had
anticipated, the Forty-fourth was forced to retreat offworld, leaving behind
nearly half of their troops in their rush.

Third New Samarkand Regulars
CO: Tai-sa Furio Saavedra
Average Experience: Regular
RAT: Draconis Combine
Unit Abilities: Nicknamed “The Favored of
the Gods”, the warriors of this regiment are
known for their wildly varying luck in battle.
Up to 4 times per game, the player controlling
the Third can choose to automatically succeed
at any roll using the pilot’s Gunnery or Piloting
Skill (considered to have hit the target number
exactly). However, for each such success used,
the opposing player can declare any other
Gunnery or Piloting Skill roll to automatically fail (considered to be 1
below the target number). The decision to automatically succeed or fail
must be made before the roll is thrown.
Notes: Since their creation, the Third Regulars have experienced moments of extreme good luck coupled with horrifically unlucky tragedies.
The current CO is the eleventh the unit has had in less than fifty years and
rose to his position after his predecessor died from an allergic reaction
to cleaning agents used in his cockpit. Their luck was hardly any better in
late 3133 when they attempted to raid Vega and lost an entire DropShip
in a failed landing operation. But as the survivors retreated, one Panther
pilot scored a lucky shot that took out Legate Francis Nguyen and did far
more damage to Vega than any mere raid could have done.

Fifth Sword of Light
CO: Tai-sa Robert Rees
Average Experience: Veteran
RAT: Draconis Combine
Unit Abilities: For the entirety of his twelveyear command of the Fifth, Tai-sa Rees has
insisted that all of his MechWarriors regularly
train with a variety of tai-chi masters, yoga
instructors, kinesiologists and transcendental
meditationists in order to hone their physical
and mental capabilities beyond those of the
average pilot. This training gives each MechWarrior in the unit the benefits of the Natural
Grace special ability (see p. 224, AToW).
Notes: In the years since the Jihad, the once-unnotable Fifth Sword of
Light has become one of the most reliable workhorse units in the DCMS.
When Dieron fell to the Combine with little effort in late 3136, several of the
units slated for that campaign were rerouted to other worlds of The Republic.
The Fifth drew assignment to probe the defenses of the newly declared Vega
Protectorate. Together with surviving elements of the Forty-fourth Benjamin
Regulars, the Fifth discovered to their chagrin that the Ghost Bears and their
new allies were more than a match for the regiments of the Combine and
they retreated offworld having failed to achieve any solid victory.
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Tracks

Dragonet
SITUATION
Rahat
Vega, The Republic of the Sphere
06 March 3133

Just what the hell is that bitch Tormark playing at? She should have just packed it in
for the Combine when the HPGs went down, especially after resigning her Prefect’s duties.
Well, her Dragon’s Fury have come to the wrong damn planet. Do I care that Vega
used to be a Drac world? Hell no! This has been a Republic planet for five decades now
and a Republic planet it’s going to stay. Take that to the bank, Katana-san.
So Nguyen wants us to hold the line here against this jumped-up band of ruffians? No
problem. We’ll show these Furies what’s what and who’s who and kick their asses all the
way back to Proserpina. No “Drac lite” is going to beat the proud Vega Militia!

Seven months after the fall of the HPG network, The Republic is riven with factional strife. Katana Tormark set her sights on Vega,
rationalizing that if she could conquer this once-important world of the Draconis Combine she could demonstrate her loyalty to the
Dragon once and for all. To this end, she dispatched a detachment from her Amaterasu regiment to seize Vega from the chaos engulfing
it. Eschewing a direct attack on the main militia positions, Tai-i McAllister landed her forces at the southern delta port of Rahat to establish
a beachhead from which to conquer the rest of the planet. The small but scrappy garrison there had little time to prepare their defenses
before the invaders arrived.
GAME SETUP
Recommended Terrain: Wetlands or Coastal (see p. 263, TW) or
South Nanturo.
Place 4 maps in a 2x2 configuration. The Attacker chooses one
edge as his or her home edge and the Defender’s home edge is the
opposite. In the center of the map, halfway between the Attacker
and Defender home edges, the Defender should place a series of
two-hex structures in a line from one side of the map to the other.
There should be at least three hexes between each structure. These
structures are 1 level tall and have a CF of 15.
Attacker
Recommended Forces: Amaterasu
The Attacker is 125% of the Defender’s forces. If determining
forces randomly, at least 1 of every 3 Dragon’s Fury BattleMech
units should be an IndustrialMech.
The Attacker’s forces enter the map from the Attacker’s home
edge on Turn 1.
Defender
Recommended Forces: Vega Planetary Militia
The Defender sets up his or her forces first, placing all units behind the row of defensive structures.
WARCHEST
Track Cost: 100 WP
Optional Bonuses:
[+75] Shooting Gallery: Use the Bracing and Careful Aim rules
(see p. 84, TO).
[+100] Wet Season: This time of year, the delta regions of South
Nanturo turn into fertile swampy areas. Treat all non-water Level 1
hexes as Swamp terrain (see p. 51, TO).

OBJECTIVES
1.) Make ‘Em Pay. Destroy at least 50% of your opponent’s
forces. (Reward: 200)
2.) Gateway to Vega. For each unit the Attacker moves off the
Defender’s map edge, or each unit the Defender prevents from
moving off the map. (Reward: 25 each)
SPECIAL RULES
The following rules are in effect for this track:
Forced Withdrawal
The Attacker is operating under Forced Withdrawal rules (see p.
258, TW), unless negated by special unit rules (see p. XX).
Salvage
The Salvage rules (see pp. 192-193, SO) may be used by the Defender if objective #1 is achieved.
AFTERMATH
The Dragon’s Fury pushed hard but the determination of the
Rahat garrison proved too strong for them to overcome. What
should have been a cakewalk instead turned into a meatgrinder.
Advancing centimeter by bloody centimeter, the Fury forces eventually stalled mere kilometers outside their initial landing zone.
Tai-i McAllister was unwilling to sacrifice too many of her people
and signaled a retreat when news reached her of militia reinforcements approaching from Yuzhnata Porta.
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